
These are Playtest Rules.  They are draft rules under consideration by our Rules Team, and are 
unofficial.  If you wish to use them in a game you must have your opponent’s consent beforehand.  If you 
play in any Battleground event (such as a tournament), they may not be used without the organizer’s 
agreement. 

Undead 
Banshees 
Playtest Rules 

“Nuh-uh. You paid us to fight tha’ bony buggers. Said it’d give our pups something to chew on.  You didn’t 
say nothing about them ghost-women! Tha’ screeching made us bleed from eyes and ears. Nugdet was 
closest, and his brains dribbled out through his nose. We ain’t having nothing to do with them!” 

— Stigzin, Goblin Wolf Rider, to the Goblin warboss Jagga Halfeyes  

 
Even the survivors of an undead assault know no peace. After the devastation, the horde moves on with 
replenished numbers, leaving those who hid or fled with only tragedy. Mothers and wives who witnessed 
their loved one’s deaths are possessed by an abnormal despair, as the remnants of the necromantic magic 
infect even their grief. This amplified melancholy overwhelms them, and they become the final victims of 
the undead attack. 
 
But even in death their souls are unable to rest, and their spirits are tied to their lost ones now enslaved by the 
necromancer. Doomed by their grief, they trail along the tide of destruction of the undead army.  These 
Banshees roam the fields of battle before, during, and after the slaughter.  When their anguish is too great, 
they pour their sorrow out into a melancholy cry that rends the souls of the living and dead alike.  
 
Banshees are proposed new unit for the Undead faction. These incorporeal spirits cannot be killed by mortal 
weapons, and their touch withers the very mind and soul. But they are most feared for their mystical Wail, 
which can rend souls and even disrupt animating magic. 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Banshees   (4) 16*/16*    1 / 10* - - 3.5” 2 2 2 343 Elite 

 
Banshee Wail, Fearless, Fearsome, Incorporeal, Psychic Strike, Soul Strike.  This unit's Movement Category is 
unaffected by terrain. 
 
 
 
 



UNIT KEYWORDS 
 
 
Banshee Wail - This unit can cast the Banshee Wail spell dur ing your  Movement & Command Phase.  
When it does, it makes a ranged attack against all units (friendly or enemy) within 7", even if it doesn't have 
Line of Sight to those units.  Use the unit's attack stats, including any special rules.  Banshee Wail is an 
Attack & Curse spell. 
 
 
Fearless - This unit automatically passes all Courage Checks. 
 
 
Incorporeal - Attacking units use their  Courage stat instead of their  Power  when rolling to wound 
against this unit.  Fearless units use their Power and get     (+0)+0/+7.  Attacking units do not get any 
bonuses or impact hits from Charging.  All other Command Cards, Faction Abilities, Combat Modifiers, and 
special rules that affect Power are applied, but any modifiers to Courage are not applied. 
 
 
Psychic Strike - When this unit rolls To-Hit, the defending unit uses its Courage instead of its Defensive 
Skill.  Fearless units use their Defensive Skill and get     +10/+0.  Apply any General, Engaged, or Ranged 
modifiers and any combat modifiers from Command Cards, Army Abilities, or special rules.  However 
Courage modifiers from Command Cards, Army Abilities, or any special rules do not apply. 
 
 
Soul Strike - When this unit rolls To-Wound, the defending unit uses its Courage instead of its Toughness.  
Fearless units use their Toughness and get     +0/+10.  Apply any General, Engaged, or Ranged modifiers 
and any combat modifiers from Command Cards, Army Abilities, or special rules.  However Courage 
modifiers from Command Cards, Army Abilities, or any special rules do not apply. 

Undead 



Design Notes 
 

Banshees are a unit that, when we looked at Undead, we said “Why is this unit not in the faction?”  The 

answer is because to do them right, Banshees require a LOT of special rules. 

 

First there’s the fact that they’re ghostly. Then there’s the fact that they have a life draining touch. Then of 

course there’s the Banshee’s archetypal keening wail . And finally, there’s the question of whether their 

ghostly hovering should be considered flying of some kind.  We had to tackle these issues or Banshees 

wouldn’t feel right. 

 

The challenge isn’t in designing the rules.  It’s designing rules that aren’t a headache for people to play.  If a 

unit has a slew of rules that are all their own different process, then game play grinds to a halt while players 

figure it out. 

 

The design for the Banshees actually came together as we were designing Lords of Vlachold.  When we 

wrote the rules for Incorporeal and Soul Drain, we wrote them with ‘forward compatibility’ so that the 

keywords used in Vlachold could also be used in other factions.  After all, the Warriors in the Mist and the 

Banshees are both ghostly units who strike at an enemy’s very soul. 

 

In fact it was one of our playtesters who gave us the idea that the Warriors in the Mist should have the 

Incorporeal keyword tie in with the (seemingly absurd) Toughness 11, rather than a flat die roll to hit the 

ghostly warriors.   

 

In this way, we could represent certain units being more ghostly than others.  But this also gives us the 

design space to continue to use the keyword in the future.  For example, we could have a future faction or 

unit that has some kind of ‘phase’ power where they are half in this world and half in another.  Being only 

partly ghostly, perhaps their Tougness is only a 9 or 10. 

 

By ‘forward designing’ keywords like Soul Strike and Incorporeal we make it easier for you to play the 

Banshees.  Similarly, we also designed Psychic Strike to function in much the same way as Soul Strike.  This 

way, even though Soul Strike and Psychic Strike are somewhat wordy, learning one functionally allows you 

to learn both. 

 

(We’ve also repeated this process of forward design.  There are keywords introduced in Undead, and 

Dwarves, and Orcs, that we plan to use in other places in future factions.  Some of them quite prominently.  

As you look through the faction, see where you might be able to spot rules that would thematically fit in 

other factions) 

 

The Banshee Wail is a bit of the tail-wagging-the-dog for this unit.  Originally, the unit had fairly standard 

combat stats and a Wail that caused damage based on a Courage Check.  Playtesting showed it to be 

cumbersome and frustrating for both players. 



It dawned on us that we had a perfectly good mechanic in the Soul Strike (and Psychic Strike).  The Banshee 

Wail could easily be captured as a ranged attack using those keywords.  It fit perfectly, and furthermore we 

could streamline the unit by making all of the unit’s attacks use those keywords. 

 

Thematically, it fit that an engaged Banshee unit wasn’t actually fighting with weapons.  They were using a 

low-volume version of their Wail.  Enough to strike dead those in the immediate vicinity.  But when their 

anguish built up, they could have a ranged attack ‘bomb’ that affects every unit in a 7” radius.   

 

And by having it use the same rules & stats as their normal attacks, we again streamlined it for players.  In 

essence, you get three special rules for the cost of learning one! 

 

“Okay,” you may be saying right now, “But why does the Banshee Wail affect all units?”  

 

The answer is to reward using them in a thematic way.  Banshees flit at the edges of the Undead line, lingering 

at the periphery.  They’re not a main battle unit, placed in the center of the line or anchoring a formation (both 

of which players did in initial playtesting).  Having the Banshee Wail attack all units encourages them to be 

used on flanks, apart from the main force. 

 

The background for the Banshees incorporated that aspect of the Wail, helping us put a slightly unique spin on 

them in Battleground lore.  Banshees are not an intentional creation of a necromancer. They’re more of an 

‘arcane byproduct.’  This magic ties the Banshees to the undead horde, and the necromancer can exert some 

control over them, but the Banshees are imperfect allies. 

 

 

Give the Banshees a try in your next Battleground game!  And tell us your feedback on our Facebook page!  

We’d love to hear what you think of this new addition to the Undead!   

 

Till the Next Missive. . . 

 

The Outlaw Alchemist 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Your-Move-Games-63187451797/

